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Director Recognition Award Program
The Director Recognition Award Program was a resounding success in 2011. This prestigious award
consisting of three levels of recognition for the GWRRA Director Corps that acknowledges and honors
notable Directors, who are industrious, dedicated, and worthy of consideration for further advancement.
These levels are=
• Senior Director
• Director Merit Award
• Director of the Year Award

Annually, GWRRA recognizes and honors outstanding Directors who have
distinguished themselves through performance and dedication above their
peers. Once a Director achieves senior status, they qualify to be further
recognized by being selected to receive the “Director Merit Award” or as the
“Director of the Year” by their peers. Once again I would like to congratulate
Lonny and Karen Hunter, Senior Chapter Directors of Indiana Chapter E, for
being selected as the 2011 Directors of the Year at Wing Ding in Knoxville,
TN.
Purpose$
Increase the number of qualified candidates whose demonstrated success in carrying out program
responsibilities are deserving of advancing to the next level of responsibility, thereby improving the
likelihood of selecting exceptional candidates for succession planning and individual advancement.
Utilize the pool of leadership talent available in Senior Officer Corps, as an additional resource to share
responsibilities and to assist in situations where an advisory team is needed.
To increase the opportunities for qualified Officers to continue to develop personally and provide their
Chapter, District or Region the benefit of their advanced skills and proven experience.
To offer a competitive environment that will encourage our Officers to be the best they can be and to
provide a method to reward those who achieve superior levels of accomplishment.
Candidates for Senior Recognition$
Officers who hold the position of Chapter Director, District Director or Region Director are eligible to be
considered candidates for the Senior Officer designation provided that, when compared to their peers,
they are ABOVE AVERAGE and excel in the execution of their position expectations. Only Officers who
have distinguished themselves by demonstrating excellence in service to the Membership will be
rewarded with this title.
The promotion to Senior Officer shall be reserved for those Officers who measure at least an four (4) on
a scale of five to zero (5-0). The candidate must have at least two years in a position to have enough
experience to contribute to the Association at a level deserving of merit with respect to the appointment.
Candidates for the Senior Officer position should meet the following criteria:
Criteria for Senior Candidate Consideration$
Nomination Criteria as a Leader
• Appearance represents pride in GWRRA (wears 10”patch)
Continued on next page
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The Design of the Director Award patch has provisions to add the “Merit
Award” and the “Director of the Year” patch to the bottom of the initial senior
patch as illustrated to the right.

Director of GWRRA

Continued from previous page
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is recognized as a positive role model by their peers
Is well respected, personable, and recognized by peers as an outstanding Officer
Is MEMBER focused with a demonstrated record of service to the Association
Is capable of managing disgruntled Members or leadership issues with fairness and integrity
Is supportive in administration of GWRRA goals, policies and procedures
Has implemented the teaching of the OCP and participated in other development training
Has achieved low member expiration ratios, high growth, and the elimination of “phantom”
nonmembers

Nomination Criteria as a Supporting Team Member
• Takes objective instruction well from their appointing Officer
• Maintains good working relationship with District/Region Teams
• Supports GWRRA programs: Rider Ed
• Supports GWRRA programs: Leadership Training
• Supports GWRRA programs: Membership Enhancement
• Has a keen desire to advance to the next level or cross train across programs
Nomination and Approval for a Senior Officer$
It is the appointing officer’s responsibility to exercise fairness and integrity in determining a candidate’s
worthiness for consideration of appointment to Senior Officer. Without bias, the appointing Officer must
put forth a conscientious and thorough assessment of the candidate to be considered. Therefore, it is
expected that any Senior Officer Candidate meet the above criteria and be able to fulfill the expectations
of the Senior Officer position. The approval process for awarding the Senior Officer designation follows:
• Chapter Directors require the written recommendation of the District Director and the
concurrence of both the District Core Team and the Region Director.
• District Directors require the written recommendation of the Region Director and the
concurrence of both the Region Core Team and the International Core Team.
• Region Directors require the recommendation of the Director of GWRRA and the concurrence
of the International Core Team.
Expectations of Senior Officers$
The primary expectation of a Senior Officer is their willingness and ability to assist their appointing
officer and core team with task oriented assignments, while continuing to satisfy the demands and
responsibilities of their current position. The Senior Officer Program is an opportunity to learn while
doing and will provide the foundation for consideration of the next level of service.
The Senior Officer should fulfill the following expectations:
• Be a positive ROLE MODEL for others to follow.
• Assist with mentoring and coaching of other volunteer Officers and team members
• Assist with the planning and staging of events and activities within the district and region.
Continued on next page
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Nomination Criteria as a Facilitator
• Conveys a positive in attitude and has demonstrated the use of a Team approach
• Candidate has demonstrated excellent delegation skills involving Core and supporting Team
members
• Candidate has demonstrated excellent coaching and mentoring skills with their Team
• Candidate is a vigilant steward of Association and Member assets and financial welfare
• Possesses excellent written and verbal communication skills

Director of GWRRA

Continued from previous page
• Assist new chapters with advice, expertise and coaching to develop a strong foundation of
leadership.
• Assist other chapters or districts that may require support or experience in planning their
gatherings or activities.
• Assist in the communication flow of the Association at all levels.
• Support the betterment of the Association in areas such as image, visibility, growth and
retention.
• Endeavor to be a mediator and a solution minded problem solver for Officers and Members
alike.
• Assist with targeting and developing new officer prospects.
• Be a vigilant steward of Association and Member assets and financial welfare.
Senior Officer Approvals$
Officers appointed to the position of “Senior” will receive the Director Award Senior patch.

Gold Wing Road Riders Association

Candidates for Director Merit Award and Director of the Year Award$
Annually, GWRRA will be recognizing and honoring outstanding Senior Directors who have
distinguished themselves through performance and dedication above their peers. These Director Merit
awards and the “Director of the Year” award will be announced and presented during the Opening
Ceremonies at Wing Ding.
Nominations for this recognition are requested from each of the Regions during the first quarter of each
year. Regions will request nominations from the District Director for consideration. Region Directors will
review the nominations (and include the District Director for consideration as appropriate) and select
those that are felt deserving of recognition. These will be submitted to the Director of GWRRA no later
than March 30th of each year. Nominations are expected from all Regions.
All nominations submitted are considered for the Director Merit Award. While not a hard and fast rule,
the Director of GWRRA attempts to recognize one outstanding Director from each Region. At the
discretion of the Director of GWRRA, additional awards may be presented based upon the number and
quality of nominees submitted. A Director Merit Award recipient can be reconsidered for the award as
they hold higher Offices in the Association and are found to excel in their new position.
From the pool of nominees, the Director of GWRRA and the International Team will review and select
one Director for recognition as the GWRRA Director of the Year based upon the written nomination and
any additional letter of recommendation or support submitted with the nomination. A Senior Directors
that has previously received the Director Merit Award can be reconsidered for the Director of the Year
Award. However, as previously mentioned a recipient of the Director Merit Award can only receive the
award once for the position they held when awarded. Neither the International Directors nor the Director
of GWRRA is eligible for either of the awards. There are many outstanding Directors, but there can only
be one GWRRA Director of the Year. Award recipients will not be revealed until Wing Ding.
Criteria for Director Merit Award and Director of the Year Award Consideration$
1. The following criteria should be considered in the evaluation of potential nominees:
2. An active Senior Director and current member in good standing.
Continued on next page
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Copies of paperwork concerning Senior Officer Appointments should be maintained at the respective
District and Region levels.
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Continued from previous page
3. Actively and positively promotes all GWRRA REP, MEP, LTP programs in all aspects
4. Be current and active in the Rider Education Levels Program at a minimum of Level III
5. Assists their appointing Director with planning and execution of their GWRRA Programs and
functions
6. Completes and submits Budget, Financial Report, and 990 return on time
7. Promotes, supports, and participates in many, if not all, of their sister Districts and Region
functions and events
8. Actively works with their appointing Director to target and develop future leaders.
9. Through example demonstrates the teachings of the OCP by serving as an outstanding
Team leader and a supporting Team Member.
Nomination for Approval Merit Award and Director of the Year Award$

1. Chapter Directors require the written recommendation of the District Director and the
concurrence of both the District Core Team and the Region Director.
2. District Directors require the written recommendation of the Region Director and the
concurrence of both the Region Core Team and the International Core Team.
3. Region Directors require the recommendation of the Director of GWRRA and the
concurrence of the International Core Team.

http://www.gwrra.org
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To be considered for these prestigious awards, nominations must be submitted with a written statement
attesting to their activities and support, any unique qualities or accomplishments and other reasons for
consideration. The written nomination material will be the only information considered during the
selection process; therefore it must be as complete and descriptive as possible.

Director of GWRRA

This is an article from Anita & JR Alkire, Region F Directors. They touch on a topic that I wanted to
share with all of you. Thanks, Mike Stiger=
Happy Valentines Month to all you Sweethearts! It's the month to tell those special people in your life
what they mean to you and don't forget those in your Winger family.

Well, my question is how are we guaranteeing that these new folks are truly welcomed into our
chapters, district and region? This should be a focus for all of us this year and always. So let's work
on making a great first impression and with the following through so they keep coming back. Most of
the members we lose, we lose in the first year of their membership, so you see why we should focus
on this. So I am going to "steal" an idea from Rider Education and suggest that each chapter have a
chapter greeter, the Couple and Individual of the Year are great candidates for this as is your team,
who will "pin" each new person. With that "pin" they commit that they will personally follow up with that
new person, sit with them at breakfast, make a phone call and remind them of a upcoming events and
even give back to Rider Ed for borrowing their idea and help them get into the Rider Ed program. The
"pin" used in Rider Ed is a safety pin with a button on it. You keep one pin and "pin" the other person
with a pin with a matching button. So, let's use beads or charms for membership, what do you think?
I'd love to hear how you are going to do this in your chapter so please let me know. Our overall
commitment, we welcome everyone who loves to ride and we want you to come back!
Our other BIG focus for the Region this year is going back to our common thread. We all joined this
organization because we ride a motorcycle and love it! Well folks, we can't change the economic
times or some of the stuff going on in the world, but, when you get out and take a ride don't you feel so
much better? I know that I do, so let's focus on some fun local rides but most importantly, let's get out
and ride and, yes, if we eat somewhere along the way, that is fine too.
Well there is a group of members that decided 3 years ago to do just that. Their goal: to get the pin
from home office to wear on their vests. With that goal, 40 to Phoenix was born. You've been reading
about it in Wing World but what does it mean to Region "F"un? They are coming to Phoenix and riding
right though Region "F"un! New Mexico did an awesome job welcoming them into the Region last
year and I know that they will do so again this year. Arizona stepped up and lead them on local rides
around Phoenix and CA1F stepped up and lead them to San Diego and into Mexico. All this is planned
again this year. So how can you get in on the fun? Take a look at our website and click on the links to
see the fun and the route, it's easy, they are riding the I-40 into Phoenix and you can join in anywhere
along the way or just come to Phoenix. Come on down, ride the bike and meet some of your fellow
Wingers for some fun, we'll look forward to seeing you there!
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Did you know that GWRRA Region "F"un recruited 850 new members in 2011? Maybe you are one of
those or one who recruited them but the real question is, did you make them feel welcome into our
Winger family? We have done a great job introducing our fun organization to folks who share that love
of a motorcycle and we need to congratulate ourselves! GWRRA is offering recruiting incentives if you
recruit 5 new members into GWRRA and you'll receive a GWRRA credit of $55 to use for whatever
you want; dues; Wing Ding registration or GWRRA products. They have just added no expiration date
to this program! Isn't that awesome!?!

Rider Education

Why Do We Wear a Level IV Master Tour Rider patch?
A question we hear sometimes is “What do I get by qualifying Level IV Master Tour Rider in the Rider
Education Program?” The short answer is self-satisfaction. We previously provided this response on the
GWRRA message board [circa 2002] in response to a question “thread” about why there were so few
Level IVs in GWRRA. It warrants repeating .
We are proud to wear the Master Tour Rider patch. At first it was a way to celebrate an achievement
that about 3% of the Membership ever bothered achieving. One might think it is a way of bragging - but
if you think about it, it is not. We don't do it for ourselves - if you consider how hard it might be to perform
CPR on yourself!
Does it help to stay current in lifesaving basic medical emergency skills? Yup! Do we feel more
confident about our riding skills? Again, yes! Are we thus safer to ride with? There is no doubt, once
again.

You do not need the patch to get the training, so why have a patch? For one thing, those that wear it
with pride don't need to be asked if they have safety training that is up to date. We would feel a lot better
about riding in a group wearing the blue-bordered triangle patches if we had never met you before because we know there are at least minimum standards to get one.
When you are trying to change a behavior, experts say to make a public statement of your
commitment to change - to keep yourself honest and gain the support of your peers toward achieving
the goal. Consider situations like trying to stop smoking, losing a few pounds, etc=
We know it is safer to ride with proper protective gear. Wearing the patch reminds us, and lets others
remind us that we made that commitment. Some days it is pretty hard to tell yourself to put on all the
gear, but wearing the patch reminds you of your commitment. Soon you don't even think twice about it.
When you wear the right gear, even when you know there is no one looking, you have internalized the
commitment!
Those of us that have taken the MSF classes KNOW it saves lives. There is arguably some level of
competition involved in having a (top) fourth Rider Ed level. That means that the new Chapter
Participant will likely try to "fit in" by striving to do what the folks that have been around for a while have
done - qualify for higher and higher Rider Education Program levels.
Put it all together and it means it SAVES LIVES to us. We decided we would not be one of the
complainers about how much the constant training costs, and got involved. Becoming qualified to teach
GWRRA sponsored Medic First Aid CPR/FA, MSF courses, GWRRA Trike, and GWRRA Trailering
courses means we can save our FRIENDS in GWRRA some money, while increasing the availability of
training to the Membership. We can teach riding and medical courses anywhere within GWRRA.
Is Master Tour Rider for everyone? Nope. Do we believe in it? YOU BET! We are VERY PROUD of
being a part of it. We know deep down inside we would be fooling ourselves if we gave in to the many
available excuses for not taking the steps to get here. The costs are easily overcome by the benefits, in
our humble opinion.
Ride as safely as you can and inspire others to do the same. It feels good knowing you are saving
lives.”
Continued on next page
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We know it doesn't mean that we are the best riders out there - we have seen some better, some not.
That is not the point either. Many use this as an EXCUSE not to go to Level IV. Do Level IV riders get
into accidents? Yes, but the chances for them are very much reduced compared to not having the
education that earned them Master status.

Rider Education

Continued from previous page
The following is the response given on the GWRRA message board [circa 2002] in response to a
question “thread” about why there were so few Level IVs in GWRRA:
****************

After doing a bit of research (before the Chapter had an Educator) and finding what was needed to
reach level IV, we challenged the Membership at a Chapter Gathering that we were going to be the first
Level IVs in our Chapter. Invoking the Chapter’s competitive spirit, two couples beat us to Master Tour
Rider qualification. One actually faxed their application in to beat our mailing to get an earlier number!
The first couple to earn Level IV became our Chapter Educators, and later the Region Educator and
Region Director. The second couple later both became MSF Instructors after seeing the benefit of riding
training. We advertised the highest number of level IVs in a Chapter in a few newsletters. Then the
District began to catch the Level IV spirit. Competition sprang up over which Chapter had the most
Master Tour Riders and Co-Riders.
How did this impact the rest of the participants in the Chapter? Seeing all the Chapter Officers
proudly wearing Level IV patches, the participants saw it as a program that those who had been around
for awhile and who were acknowledged leaders were supporting. These folks also seemed to lead rides
and always talked about safety (and more importantly encouraged and modeled it). Those who earned
their Rider Ed Levels were awarded patches in front of their peers at a Chapter gathering. Chapter rides
benefited by the increased training. More people had improved their riding skills, or improved
confidence, that there were people who were trained to render aid should something go wrong. This
contributed to more fun on the ride since everyone was taking safety more seriously. More fun on rides
meant that people heard about that fun and wanted to participate more.
More participation made telling friends about it natural – and more new Members joined. Those new
people brought in more great new ideas for rides, and provided a whole new group to share
motorcycling and GWRRA related stories with. We started visiting more Chapters as our Rider Ed
trained group riding skills improved. Other Chapters were commenting that they had heard from others
who joined our Chapter on rides about how well the Chapter rode as a team.
So how can your Chapter catch the spirit? Start with the benefits in your area for this time of year.
For many, it is the perfect time to get your CPR/First/AED training in. GWRRA has over 180 certified
MEDIC FIRST AID® Instructors trained to the new guidelines. (NOTE: It is no longer ABC. The industry
changed it to CAB – take a class and find out more!) Co-Riders can take a Co-Rider class or view the
video during their non-riding season. We have a number of Seminar Presenters available to conduct
Rider Ed Seminars. Contact your District Educator if you need help finding one near you. For some, this
is a cooler part of the year and makes riding training more appealing. GWRRA has a number of Riding
Course Instructors available to teach a variety of courses for a number of different vehicles. This has
resulted in more available training, and reduced costs, since our Instructors do not receive income for
their time to present (unlike most other providers).
Continued on next page
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What attracted you to GWRRA when you were first introduced to all the Member benefits? Today
there is so much more available compared to when we joined in 1994. We rode on our first Gold Wing, a
GL1500 SE, with a neighborhood friend on his Yamaha Venture Royale for 7 months until we knew
anything about GWRRA. We later learned that there were a total of 14 Chapters to participate in within a
20 mile radius of what was then our home. We were looking for a group that shared our values and
desires for riding. Bar-to-bar clubs was definitely out, and a group interested in safety was high on the
list of priorities. Many of our GWRRA friends over the years have shared our reason for getting involved
in GWRRA initially: Rider Education. Our first Chapter was interested in Rider Ed, with the group
frequently attending GWRRA sponsored free MSF ERCs, but there were no Level IVs in our group.

Rider Education

Continued from previous page
A lot has changed since we joined GWRRA. Many of our volunteers have taken on the challenge to
become instructors, lessening the reliance on outside organizations to provide the training targeted to
the average GWRRA Member. We have a database to track training accomplishments and assist
Chapter Educators in determining the need for additional training. Last year we gained new 336 Master
Tour Riders/Co-Riders. Since we earned Master Tour Rider there have been over 7000 added to the
roles. The benefit to the individual is priceless – reduced chance of injury and better preparation if it
does.

We only wish more would participate in the Rider Education Program. Our belief is that it is the most
valuable benefit offered within GWRRA. Patches are now optional (but not free) based on Member
feedback. Participation in the training and recording the successful completion is the only thing required
to participate. A number of Chapters that have the means to do so actually pay for patches,
understanding the benefit to the group. Some Districts put on fund raisers to assist in the cost of training
or patches.
How can you as a Member encourage others to participate and make a difference that might save a
life? Earn and wear your Rider Education Levels patch. What is in it for you? Call it positive peer
pressure promoting safer fun. Call it leadership or influencing positive behavior. Call it a decision not to
accept the many excuses for why you can’t achieve the next level. Call it pride in your accomplishments.
Call it being prepared to lend assistance. Call it caring about your safety and the safety of others. Call it
wanting to improve your enjoyment and fun while riding with friends. Whatever your reason, we hope
you will take advantage of a program supported by many volunteers who understand the value of our
mission in Rider Education: “To Save Lives Through Quality, World Class Education”. It makes it a bit
easier to understand the underlying message from our slogan: “Safety is for Life”
Tony & Michelle Van Schaick
International Directors, GWRRA Rider Education
Life Grand Master #1461 and Grand Master #1985
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Rider Educators at all levels promote the program. We have a great website with links to Rider
Education. Many owe their lives, or the life of a friend or loved one, to the training they received. How do
Members show support and encourage others to participate in the world renowned Rider Education
Program? They participate in training provided or arranged for them, earn, and proudly wear patches.
Who earns Level IV status? Leaders do. If you were not aware, the Director of GWRRA is a Master Tour
Rider himself (Grand Master # 2712).

Rider Education

Leadership
The first GWRRA Group ride my wife Jan and I experienced was quite an eye opener. The Group
Leader and Tail Gunner astonished us with their precise directions. The group followed these directions
to the letter and we then knew we had found the safe riding we had hoped for when purchasing our Gold
Wing.
If you have taken a Road Captains' course, you know it is the Group Leader and Tail Gunner who
direct and initiate all the movement within the group. I recently read an account of a Group Ride where
this procedure was not followed, resulting in an accident.

It is suggested that the leader evidence leadership before the ride begins. He/she should host a
pre-ride briefing to explain the rules - what signals they will use, what route they expect to take, who the
Tail Gunner will be for their group, how the group makes lane changes, how a member of the group can
ask for a stop, etc. Then, the leader tells the group where they are to line up in preparation for departure.
This latter recommendation caused a problem in our Chapter when one of our Participants refused to be
placed in a position and stormed off. However, group safety pre-empts ego.
To quote James R. Davis, “Power is derived from position. Authority is derived from title. Leadership
is derived from behavior”.
Joe Mazza
Assistant International Director, Rider Education Program

http://www.gwrra.org/regional/ridered/index.html
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A few years ago a group of bikes were on a ride and along the way the lead bike missed an expected
left turn. Instead of using the CB to explain, he assumed that since he was the lead bike all the other
bikes would simply follow him. They didn’t. The second bike in line recognized the missed turn and
decided to turn left and save the group from having to make a u-turn. If you doubt this is dangerous,
consider that the third bike rider, not knowing who the real leader of the group was, became so confused
she ran straight into the side of the second bike and the bike behind her almost ran into her. The lady
was confused because the leader failed to identify himself and also because she was following too close
to the bike ahead of her.

Membership Enhancement

“NEW”
International Newsletter Award Program

Newsletters are an important communication tool and should be used to keep Participants within your
GWRRA Chapter, District, and Regions informed about all aspects of our association. The Officer’s
Handbook states: Newsletters inform Members and Officers of what’s going on. No matter how plain or
fancy, the central purpose of its existence is to be a communications medium for and to the Members.
Newsletters should be distributed at least monthly to all Chapter Participants.
Districts and Regions throughout GWRRA conduct their own Newsletter Award Programs. This
program will not change any current guidelines for these programs. The intent of the International
Newsletter Program is to enhance current programs by selecting an International Newsletter Award
Winner. The International Newsletter Award winner will be selected from the Region winners submitted.
Regions that do not currently have a Newsletter Award Program are encouraged to start a program and
award the hard work that goes into the Chapter Newsletter
Ed & Linda Johnson
International Directors, Membership Enhancement Program

Retention, Retention, Retention
No, we are not going to write another article about Retention. We just want to plant some ideas for
your consideration:
4-"I"dea - The program features four “I” strategies:
Members must be INFORMED
Members must be INVOLVED
Members must be open to INNOVATIVE ideas
Members must be ILLUMINATED with praise and awards
These are easy to implement and can be an effective way to tackle Retention issues. The door is
open for you to think about these 4-I-dea and see if they might help your Chapter with Retention.
Ed & Linda Johnson
International Directors, Membership Enhancement Program
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The Membership Enhancement Team is excited to announce a new International Newsletter Award
Program. This program will select and recognize a Chapter Newsletter that has been submitted as a
yearly winner of a Region Newsletter Award Program. The previous Membership Enhancement
Newsletter award program, the “June Agee Memorial Newsletter Award”, was established in 2008 as a
way to recognize Chapters for their hard work and dedication in developing a monthly Chapter
Newsletter. To date, the International Team has reviewed outstanding Newsletters and recognized
Chapters that participated. The previous award program selected a quarterly winner from Newsletters
sent directly from the Chapter to the International level. The new award program will select a yearly
winning Chapter Newsletter from newsletters that are submitted to the International level, after being
selected as winners of a yearly Region Newsletter award program. Each Region may submit one
winning Chapter Newsletter from their Region each year. Regions will be permitted to select their
winning newsletter at their Convention, or at another time they designate. The guidelines and a sample
score sheet for the new program are located on the Membership Enhancement Program website
http://mep.gwrra.org.

Membership Enhancement

Could The “Buddy System” Help Your Chapter?
We must admit, when we first read about the “Buddy System” we thought to ourselves, “this will
never work”. After we discussed the idea, read through it several times, and gave it serious
consideration, we thought "what a great idea”. Take a look! View it with an open mind and think about it
- give it a try. It goes like this:
Members have a different “buddy” for each Gathering. Participants are assigned to call or
contact their “buddy” before the next Gathering and sit with them during the Gathering. You can
also keep your “buddy” informed of Chapter rides or events that are scheduled during the
month. The “buddies” names for the next month are announced at the Chapter Gathering. The
sign-in sheet is a good tool to use to assign the “buddies”. Participants who are not in
attendance at the Gathering should be contacted by the Membership Enhancement Coordinator
or the Chapter Director. Each Chapter Participant is encouraged to greet all other Participants
with a “HUG” and/or handshake before the Gathering. Chapters which implement a “buddy
system” will find it keeps cliques from forming within the Chapter.

Ed & Linda Johnson
International Directors, Membership Enhancement Program

Check out the latest changes / additions to the
GWRRA Membership Enhancement Program website
http://mep.gwrra.org
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This is a simple, but very effective way to help make Participants, both new and long term, feel a part
of the group. It will also help Participants get better acquainted with each other. Give it a try in your
Chapter. We would love to hear back from you concerning your success with this.

Leadership Training

Leadership Training Program, what is it exactly? Some say it is just for the Officers! Not true! It is for
all Members within the organization. There are many specialized seminars aimed at the Members and
how they can improve their everyday life within the organization and their daily life.
The one we highlighting here is how we can build “High Impact Teams”. We all tend to deal with a
Team concept in our lives. When we were younger, most of us were on some kind of a Team --- a
Sports Team, a Debate Team, or some other type of Team. With the knowledge that you have reached
from those experiences you can see that to have a good Team all members must participate. As in all
Teams we need a coach or a leader.
We will base most of our discussion on a Chapter level where the coach would be the Chapter
Director. The rest of the Team is basically all of the Chapter Participants.

The leader keeps the Team focused and uses all input from Team Members to advance the goals
which have been set forth by the Team. The great motivational speaker Tom Peters once quoted, "We
must organize as much as possible around Teams to enhance focus, task orientation, innovativeness
and individual commitment". A good Team Leader will use the diversity of the Team to their advantage
in moving the Team toward their goals. A successful leader will be willing to take risks, be innovative,
have high expectations, maintain a positive attitude, and lead by example.
A winning Team has cohesion! They will work together and use the strengths of individual members
of the Team. A winning Team will have pride in the organization, and will have a feeling that they are the
best. “Through teamwork, the overall performance is greater than the sum of the performance of all of
the individual Team Members, equals synergy”.
This has been a brief synopsis of the seminar called High Impact Teams. To be able to get the full
impact of this seminar, attend one whenever it becomes available in your area or ask your District
Trainer to bring it to you.
Paul Brosher
International Director, Leadership Training Program

http://ltp.gwrra.org/
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Now that we know who the all players are, we need to decide why we are a Team. Don't we all want
to be in the Super Bowl? To be able to do that, we must develop a synergy within the Team so we can
be there. Once your Team develops a synergy, you will find that you will develop better ideas and more
participation. You get buy-in through involvement in the decision-making process from your Team
Members. Once you have developed a synergy within the Team, you must set some goals so everyone
knows where they are going. This is where the leader comes into play.

Leadership Training

Glad You Asked!
Q. When I talk to people after they come back from a Rally, some say “It was O.K.”, others say “It
was Fun”, and others say “It was AWESOME! We had a GREAT time!” Everyone was at the same Rally,
so why do some people seem to have so much more Fun at rallies than others?
A. You are astute for noticing this and formulating this question. You are approaching the answer to
the secret of rallies (now referred to in GWRRA as Conventions).
The answer is quite simple. It is a matter of participation and attitude. Those with a negative attitude or
belief that they will not have Fun have predisposition their own reality. It is difficult to change people’s
attitude, but we can always set an example for them to observe. Hopefully (and it is totally up to them),
their attitudes will do a 180.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participating in the talent show
Participating in on-bike games
Participating in off-bike games
Participating in raffles, silent auctions, 50-50s, etc.
Participating in group meals
Participating in poker runs
Dancing
Singing Karaoke
Working at a Rider Education or Leadership
Training booth

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taking First Aid/CPR
Teaching First Aid/CPR
Taking a Motorcycle Safety Course
Teaching a Motorcycle Safety Course
Participating in Rider Education Seminars
Participating in Leadership Training Seminars
Presenting a seminar
Etc. (you get the idea)

So the big question is, “What are the barriers to participation?” or “Why do some people just watch?”.
In many cases, it is FEAR! Believe it or not, many people are subconsciously afraid to fail, or to be
embarrassed. That hidden fear prevents them from participating in many of the things listed above.
Others may believe that the activities such as the games are “childish”. Of course, they may fear failure
or embarrassment when playing the games. Still others may have the belief that they will get nothing
from the seminars, so why waste their time.
I am going to sum up all of these reasons in a single word - inertia.
Inertia can be described as follows: “An object at rest will remain at rest, and an object in motion will
remain in motion”. To overcome inertia, energy must be applied. In the case of participation, it is mental
energy - energy to erase or suppress fear, energy to destroy the barrier preventing us from acting
childish, or energy to simply open our minds to the possibility of learning.
That mental energy, when applied (and we participate), gets replenished 10 fold from the Fun we
have and the satisfaction we receive from playing games, or successfully completing a CPR course or
MSF course, or even from expanding our knowledge from a Rider Ed or LTP seminar. In most of these,
we also make some new friends as well. Ultimately, we seem to end up with more energy than we
started with! This energy makes us feel GOOD!
In summary, the individuals that actually participated in various activities are the ones that say “It was
AWESOME! We had a GREAT time!”
John Simonick
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As for people with positive or at least neutral attitudes, you find many of them spending their entire
time walking up and down the vendors, or simply watching or only being aware of others doing things
such as:

Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge

Gold Wing Road Riders Association

GWRRA
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Fun in the Fort
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2012 Events

Florida District

March 22 - 24

Region I

August 15 - 18

Region H

March 29 - 31

Bi-State (NJ/NY)

August 16 - 18

Louisiana District

April 12 - 14

Colorado District

August 16 - 18

Alabama District

April 19 - 21

California District

Aug 31 - Sep 3

South Carolina District

April 26 - 28

Pennsylvania District

September 6 - 8

Tennessee District

Apr 26 - 28

Region A

September 13 - 15

Region B (Cruise)

May 10 - 19

Region D

September 13 - 15

Texas District

May 17 - 19

North Carolina District

September 20 - 22

Region F

May 25 - 27

Iowa District

September 28 - 29

Missouri District

May 31 - June 2

Virginia District

October 4 - 6

Georgia District

June 14 - 16

Mississippi District

October 11 - 13

Oregon District

June 14 - 16

Arizona District

October 26 - 28

West Virginia District

June 14 - 16

Nevada District

June 15 - 17

Wyoming District

June 28 - 30

Region J

July 20 - 22

Montana District

July 26 - 28

New England Convention

July 26 - 28

Region L

July 26 - 29

Michigan District

August 2 - 5

Kentucky District

August 9 - 11

Don’t see your Region or District event listed?
Contact the Insight Newsletter Editors
Rick & Madalena Buck
Email: Rmbuck@tampabay.rr.com
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